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After the Second World War,Japanese economy had a fast development by 
the running of “backward lute playing” financial development strategy,and 
Japan became the world’s second capitalistic country.However,with the 
constant maturity and complexity of financial market (especially the derivatives 
markets),the frequency of the financial crisis grew larger in Japan.In an age of 
globalization,no matter how perfect the system of risk supervision and warning 
you built,it would probably be impossible to prevent financial crisis altogether. 
And Japan also experienced all kinds of troubles the financial crisis could bring 
inevitably.Japanese Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto presented the Finance 
Big Bang which planed to spend about five years (1997~2001) in performing 
their financial reform intensively and comprehensively in 1996.As the three 
principles in the Finance Big Bang reform,“Freedom,equality and 
globalization” not only were significant in the temporal financial reform,but 
also had guiding significance for the future financial reform which including 
the Koizumi Administration’s financial reform in the beginning of new 
century.Although Japanese government has a wealth of practical experience in 
bailout,it is rare on thorough reflection and summary for lessons from Japan’s 
financial system reform in bailout.The paper tries to analyze and summary the 
Japan’s financial system in bailout,and tends to tease out the reference of the 
experience and lesson which would provide basis for our county’s law 
amendment in bailout. This thesis consists of three parts besides Introduction 
and Conclusion. 
Chapter one defines related implications of Japanese government bailout 
firstly,analyzes all the three premises in process of Japanese government bailout, 
demonstrates the mainly way of Japanese government bailout,and clarifies the 
main scope of this paper at the same time.And the explanation for the 















government bailout will be presented. 
Chapter two,studies the processes, reasons,and the concrete contents of  
Japanese financial supervision system revolution from the aspect of  law in historical 
survey and analasis. Finally,it evaluates the distinguishing features of Japanese 
financial supervision reform in legal operations. 
Chapter three points out the problems existing nowadays in our national 
financial supervision system at the very beginning,and tries to find out the 
similarities and differences between China and Japan;Section two considering 
the reform experience of Japanese Financial Big Bang,and the legal advice of 
the financial supervision system reform for China are brought out. 
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